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The CAGED System

Your guitar’s fretboard is laid out in a very logical manner. And once you understand the

concept, you can navigate up and down the fretboard with ease.

One of the most popular systems for learning the chords and the fretboard, is with the

“C A G E D” system. The CAGED system will help you learn to play guitar regardless of what

style of music you want to play. And the first thing you need to know to understand the

CAGED system is knowing the 5 basic open chords and their shapes. These 5 chords are…

1. C major,

2. A major,

3. G major,

4. E major, and

5. D major.

Now before we take a look at the diagrams of each of

these chords, it will be important for you to know…

how to read a chord diagram.



How to read a chord diagram

Being able to play chords well is the foundation for becoming the guitar layer other guys

“wanna be”! And chord diagrams are great shortcuts for teaching guitar players how to

form them. They are especially helpful to beginners who want a quick way for learning the

chords to their favorite songs. Knowing how to read a chord chart is a key ingredient to the

success of every player.

If you were to look at a guitar in a vertical guitar stand, the diagram would simply capture

the image of a small portion of the fretboard. Think of the diagrams as geometric “connect-

the-dots” shapes. For instance, if you were to connect the DOTS on the “D” chord diagram

below, a triangle would be formed, and the “A” chord diagram forms a straight line.

Comparing diagrams to geometric shapes is good way to help you memorize the chord

shapes.

The horizontal lines represent the metal fret bars on the neck of the guitar. The THICK line

at the top of the diagram represents the nut of the guitar. The vertical lines represent the

strings. From left to right, the strings names are:

 6th string or low E

 5th string or A

 4th string or D

 3rd string or G

 2nd string or B

 1st string or high E (sometimes designated with a lower case “e”)

Place finger tip here

X’s and 0’s

X =Do NOT play the string

0 =Play the string open, no fingers

String

Fret

Chord Name
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How to Practice Strumming Each Chord

Once you have the chords memorized, practice strumming each chord formation… string-

by-string. Using your pic and beginning with the 6th string (low E) pluck each string with a

downward motion. If you are placing your fingers correctly on the string, and applying just

the right amount of pressure, each note should ring out clear and clean.

If you need help on how to form chords, download my “6 Tips for playing Chords Better”

training video form the e-STORE on my website.

Here’s link: Gaylerd's eSTORE : 6 Tips to Playing Chords Better

(if the link does not work, copy and past it in your browser’s URL address bar)


